


Favourite Crisps

Alfie asks all the children in his class which flavoured crisps 
are their favourite. He wants to present the data in a graph. 

What sort of graph could he draw?

Think about the graph Alfie could draw, 
including the axes he should use and how 
he might label the axes.



Salt and Vinegar

Favourite Crisps (Answer)

A bar chart can be used to present discrete 
data. The bars could be horizontal or 
vertical. 

Each bar will represent the flavour of crisps.

With horizontal bars, the y-axis would look 
like this:

Ready Salted

Prawn Cocktail

Smokey Bacon

Roast Chicken

Flavour Number of children

Salt and Vinegar 9

Prawn Cocktail 6

Smokey Bacon 14

Roast Chicken 7

Ready Salted 12
Flavour of Crisps



Favourite Crisps (Answer)
The x-axis will then need to be able to show 
the number of children who chose each 
flavour. This scale needs to be tall enough to 
show the bar with the most children; this 
may be between 10 and 15 children. 

The axis will be marked with the relevant 
scale, in this case it could be in 5s.
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Favourite Crisps (Questions)
Here is Alfie’s graph. Try to write some questions.

Here are some examples:

How can you tell which flavour of crisps is the most popular? 

How many more people like flavoured crisps than ready salted crisps? 

Which flavours are the favourite of less than 10 children?
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Children’s Height

Laura and Fatima measure the height of all the 30 children 
in their class. The children’s height ranges from 107cm to 
143cm. They want to present the data in a graph. 

What sort of graph could they draw? 
Think about the graph they could draw, 
including the axes they should use and how 
they might label the axes.



Children’s Height (Answer)

A bar chart can be used to display 
continuous data, sometimes called a 
continuous data graph. The bars could 
be horizontal or vertical. 

The range of the data is 107cm to 
143cm, so there are several possible 
ways to distribute this range. One 
option is into 10cm sets, so there could 
be 5 with the following measurements 
splitting the sets: 100cm, 110cm, 120cm, 
130cm, 140cm, 150cm.

With vertical bars the x-axis would look 
like this.

100cm 110cm 120cm 130cm 140cm 150cm

Height (cm)



Children’s Height (Answer)

The y-axis will then need to be able to 
show the number of children whose 
height is between each pair of 
measurements. This scale needs to be 
tall enough to show the bar with the 
most children; this may be between 9 
and 12 children. 

The axis will be marked with the 
relevant scale, in this case it could be 
in 2s.
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Children’s Height (Questions)
Here is Laura and Fatima's graph which 
shows continuous data using bars.

Try to write 
some questions.

Here are some examples:

How many children are 130cm 
or taller?

The height of 3 children is between 
105cm and 110cm. How many 
children are less than 105cm tall? 

How many children would you expect 
to be between 115cm and 120cm tall? 
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